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Method used to determine elemental distribution across the layers:
Intensity(I) in a STEM image taken on HAADF detector is proportional to the no. of atoms (n) in an atomic column and square of the atomic no.(Z) of the constituting element.
So for a column in general we can write, On the other hand if we assume that the TEM specimen is wedge shaped, then it is possible to calculate the no of atoms (N) corresponding to any distance d away from the initial point (i) by trigonometry:
where D is the distance between initial and final points. Now since this material contains Co and Pt so 
Supplementary Theory for PMA: Effect of intermixing on Neel's anisotropy
If Co and Pt are intermixed, the magnetization in the Co-rich layers will be diluted by the presence of Pt. But for sharper interfaces, the polarized spin population at the interface is the largest since the moments in the Co are not diluted by the presence of intermixed Pt. However, if intermixed, the polarization in the Pt-rich layers is expected to extend further from the interfaces than in the sharp interfaces because of the dissolved Co atoms in them.
The orbital moment of the Co atom gets compensated by neighbouring identical Co atoms in a bulk. However, at the interfaces due to chemical discontinuity the symmetry break takes place, even when the overall structure is based on an fcc stacking sequence (as seen in the HRTEM images). These uncompensated orbitals of Co atoms at interface give the uncompensated orbital moments which contributes to PMA.
Intermixing results in partial compensation and thus reduction of these unquenched orbital moments because of the reduced composition gradients in the sample resulting in a more uniform environment surrounding the Co atoms.
Magnetic Studies on the Co/Pt multilayer stacks:
The magnetic properties of Co/Pt multilayer stacks with structure Ta (4 nm)/ [Pt (1.2 nm)/ Co (t Co )] 3 / Pt (2 nm) has been studied in detail for different t Co values. The magnetic measurements calculated magnetic properties of the same are discussed in this section. In fact, annealing caused changeover from in-plane magnetic anisotropy to perpendicular magnetic anisotropy in MLs even with t Co ~ 1.6 nm. Figure S1 indicates the effect of annealing on the M-H hysteresis loop of the structure Ta (4 nm)/ [Pt (1.2 nm)/ Co (t Co )] 3 / Pt (2 nm) with three different t Co values: 0.2 nm, 0.9 nm and 1.6 nm. In all cases (including t Co =1.2 nm, which is explained in the main text), the saturation field in the in-plane M-H loops is increased on annealing. This indicates the enhancement in PMA on annealing in all the stacks. The further insight to the magnetic properties is given below.
Magnetic properties:
We have calculated the magnetic properties in the multilayers with structure Ta (4 nm)/ [Pt (1.2 nm)/ Co (t Co )] 3 / Pt (2 nm) in which t Co is varying from 0.2 nm to 1.6 nm.
a. Saturation Magnetization (M S ) (emu/cm 3 ): In MLs with lower t Co (< 0.9 nm) the saturation magnetization per unit Co volume, M S , is found to be more than that of bulk Co value (1440 emu/cm 3 ) and further increased after annealing. The higher M S values even in as deposited stacks are due to the well reported fact that the Pt atoms in vicinity of Co atoms gains ferromagnetic behavior. The further increase in M S after annealing at such a lower t Co suggests the clustering of Co atoms. In the stacks with t Co ≥ 0.9 nm, M S ~ 1440 erg/cm 3 U+U 5 % and is almost constant even after annealing. This is expected because; with increase in the Co thickness the contribution of magnetization due to Pt atoms to M S gets decreased. Further, after annealing M S has remained in same range.
It is to be noted that, in any of the stacks M S did not decreased after annealing, which would be the case in general for alloy formation.
b. The anisotropy field (H K ) (Oe):
The anisotropy field, H K (= H S|| -H S , H S|| and H S are the saturation fields corresponding to in-plane and out-of-plane M-H curves, respectively), is found to be decreasing with increase in t Co in as-deposited condition. This trend remained same in the measurements carried on the stacks after annealing. But in all the stacks, the increment in H K is observed on annealing especially due to the enhancement in H S|| . This means it is harder to magnetize the stacks in the in-plane direction after annealing. This is possibly due to increased orbital moments in out-of-plane direction due to chemical sharpening at interfaces.
c. Effective Magnetic anisotropy constant (K eff ) (erg/cm 3 ) : The effective magnetic anisotropy constant can be calculated from the M-H loops and the equation for K eff is; Figure S2 -(c) gives the K eff calculated in these stacks for different t Co values. Decrease in K eff is observed with increase in t Co in 'as deposited' as well as 'annealed' stacks. At the same time, it is found to be increased after annealing in all the stacks. d. Effective PMA energy density (t Co K eff ) (erg/cm 2 ): Figure S2 -(d) shows the effective PMA energy density, t Co K eff , plotted with t Co . The magnetic anisotropy can be separated in its phenomenological contributions as:
where, K S is the surface or interface anisotropy contribution and K V is the volume anisotropy contribution. The detailed study on these contribution is carried out in our previous study on these multilayers(18). From figure S2-(d) , K S is estimated as 0.8 erg/cm 2 (2K S = Y-intercept = 1.6 erg/cm 2 ) which is increased by ~ 50 % to 0.12 erg/cm 2 after annealing. This, again, suggests the interface sharpening. The stacks fabricated contain individual layer thicknesses in sub-nano scale. For the layers with such a small thicknesses it is very difficult to quantify the parameters from fitting the data. But, it can be seen that in all three cases the XRR peaks are more attenuated in the as deposited case than that of annealed samples. This indicates qualitatively that, in these multilayer stacks, the interfaces are getting sharper after annealing (1). o ) in the position of the coherent Co/Pt (111) peak towards Co (111) direction. Though this shift is small but it is seen in all the measured samples. As this shift towards the bulk Co peak position indicating that there is a strain relaxation in Co atoms. Therefore, the increment in PMA cannot be attributed to decrease in strain or magneto-elastic anisotropy.
